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We consider the following problem, which was raised by Frobenius: Given n 
relatively prime positive integers, what is the largest integer M(a, , a, ,..., a”) 
omitted by the linear form X”= a.x. il I*9 where the xi are variable nonnegative 
integers. We give the solution for certain special cases when n = 3. 
Let al , a2 ,..., a, be an increasing sequence of relatively prime 
positive integers. G. Frobenius often posed the problem of finding 
the largest integer omitted by the linear form Cy=, aixi , where the xi 
are variable, nonnegative integers. We shall call this largest integer 
Ma, , a2 ,..., a,). 
It was shown by Sylvester [lo] that M(a, , a2) = ala2 - (al + a2). More 
general results, giving nontrivial upper bounds for M(al , a, ,..., a,), have 
been presented by several authors ([2, 3, 5, 71). When the ai’s are in 
arithmetic progression, the exact answer was given by Roberts [8], 
generalizing Brauer’s result for consecutive integers [2]. Bateman [l] 
gave a simpler proof of Roberts’ result. 
For it = 3, complicated algorithms for computing the solutions in 
numerical cases were given by Johnson [6] and Brauer and Shockley [4] 
and the algorithm in [4] was used to solve explicitly the case a2 E -a3 
(mod al). Hofmeister [5] and Roberts [9] obtained upper bounds 
for Ma1 , a2 , a& and Roberts’ bound yielded exact answers for 
Ma, , a, + 1, a, + 2), Ma, , a, + 2, al + 3), Ma1 , a, + 1, a, + 8 if 
a, = - 1 (mod b), and M(al , a, + 2, a, + 5) if a, = 5, 8, 10, 13, 14, 
or 15. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a partial solution for n = 3 when 
a2 = 1 (mod a& 
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THEOREM. Let a,, as, and a3 be as above, with a, = 1 (mod al). Then 
i 
wz - (4 + 4 if 4 >, ja, , 
a, - m 
j 
a3 + (m - lb2 - al 
WQl 3 a, 2 4 = 1 . if (j - m)a2 < a3 < ja, , 
1 
al-j?-‘aa,+(j- l)a,-ua, 
if a1_',+j(j-m)u2~a3<(i-m)a2, 
where j and m are deJined by: 
a3 = j (mod a,), 0 < j < a,, and (ifj # 0) a, = m(j), 1 < m < j. 
(Zfj = 0, thefirst option above applies, and m is irrelevant.) 
Proof. Case I: a3 2 ja, . 
Since a3 z ja, (mod a,), we have that a3 = ja, + ka, for some non- 
negative integer k. Hence, any integer attained by the linear form 
alxl + azxz + agxs is also attained by the linear form alxl + azxz , and so 
Ma, , a, , a3) = Mb1 , a21 = ala2 - (4 + a2). 
Case II: (j - m) a2 < a3 < ja, . 
First we observe that because of the various congruence relations above, 
we must have a3 b (j - m) a, + m. 
Next, we consider those numbers congruent to -1 (mod a,) which are 
attained by the linear form azxz + agxs . If k and p are any two integers, 
we let 
R(k, P) = WI - km + pAli) a3 + (km - pj - 1) a2 . 
We observe that R(k, p) is of the required form if and only if 
ka, - km + pj >, 0 and km - pj - 1 >, 0. This is certainly not true if 
k < 0 or if p > k, so that it is clearly sufficient to consider only k >, 1 
and p < k. Now, R(k, p) - R(k, p - 1) = a3 - ju, < 0, and further- 
more 
R(k + 1, k) - R(k, k - 1) 
= ((4 - m +.i>/j> a3 + (m -3 a2 3 2a3 + (m -3 a2 
> 2(j - m) a2 + (m -j) a2 = (j - m) a2 >, 0. 
Consequently, the smallest number congruent to -1 (mod al) attained 
by the linear form alxl + a2x2 + a3x3 is 
R(l, 0) = (@I -m>lj)a3 +(m - 1)a2, 
and so ((a, - m)/j) CI~ + (m - 1) a2 - a, is omitted. 
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To complete Case II we show that the numbers 
b, = ((al - NJ-> a3 + h - 1) ~2 - a, + k, 1 dkda,, 
are all attained. This is clearly true for k = a, . 
Suppose that 1 ,( k < a,, and k E r (mod,j), 1 < r < j. Then 
ck = ((k - r)fi> a3 + (f’ - 1) 4 
is attained, and ck = b, (mod al). Therefore, we want to show that 
b, > ck for k = r(j), 1 < r <j, and r < k < a, . Substituting the 
original expressions for b, and ck , we want 
(k -r)a3 -jk 
G (a1 - m) a3 +.j(m - 1) a, - ja, - j(r - 1) a2 (1) 
for 1 < r < j and r < k < a, , where k = r (mod j). Clearly the left side 
of (1) is increasing in k, and for fixed r 2 m the largest k = r (mod j) 
satisfying k < a, is k = a, + r -j - m. So, for r > m, we want 
(substituting k = aI + r - j - m in (1)) 
(a, -j-m)a, -A +j(j+m -r) 
< (a, - m) a3 + j(m - 1) a2 - ju, - j(r - 1) a2 , 
ora,>(r-m)a,+j+m-r.Buta,a(j-m)a,+m,sothatitis 
sufficient to have (j-m)a2+m>(r-m)a,+j+m-r, or 
(j - r) a2 > j - r, which is certainly true. 
If 1 < r < m, the largest k = r (mod j) satisfying k < a, is k = 
a, + r - m. So, for 1 < r < m, we want (substituting k = a, + r - m 
in (1)) (a, - m) a3 - ja, + j(m - r) < (a, - m) a3 - ja, + j(m - r) a2 , 
or j(m - r) < j(m - r) a2 , which is again true. This completes Case II. 
Case III: (j/(a, - m + j))(j - m) a2 < a3 < (j - m) a2 . 
As in Case II, we now must have a3 < (j - m) a, - (al - m). Further- 
more, by considering S(k, p) = R(k, p) - ma, and reasoning as in Case II, 
we see that the smallest attained number congruent to -m - 1 (mod a,) 
is S(1, -l), or ((al - m -j)/j) a3 + (j - 1) a, , and so ((a1 - m -j)lj) a3 + 
(j - 1) a, - a, is omitted. 
To complete Case III, we show that the numbers 
4 = ((al - m -j>ij) a3 + (j - 1) a2 - aI + k, 1 <k <al, 
are all attained. Suppose that k = r(j), 1 < r < j. 
If m + 1 < r < j, then ek = ((k - r)/j) a3 + (r - m - 1) a2 is attained, 
and ek z dk (mod al). Thus we want that dfi 2 e, , or 
(k - r> a3 -jk,((a,--m-j)a,-ju,+j(j+m--)a,. (2) 
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The left side of (2) is increasing in k, and the largest k = r (modj) 
satisfying k f a, is k = a, + r -j - m. So, for r > m, we want 
(a, - j - 4 a3 -A + j(j + m - r) 
~(al-m-i)a3--ja,+j(j+In--r)a,, 
or a2 > 1, which is true. 
If 1 < r < m and k > r, thenf, = ((k - r -j)/j)u, + (r +.j - m - 1)~~ 
is attained, and fk = dk (mod al). Thus we want that dk >, fk, or 
(k - r -j) a3 -,jk < (a, - m -j) u3 -,jq + j(m - r) U, . (3) 
As before, the left side of (3) is increasing in k, and the largest k = r 
(mod,j) satisfying k < a, is k = a, + r - m. So now we want 
(a, - m -j) u3 - ju, + j(m - r) 
< (4 - m -3 a3 -.h +.i(m - r) a2, 
or a2 > 1, which is (again) true. 
If 1 < r < m and k = r, then gk = ((al - m)/j) u3 -I- (k - 1) u2 is 
attained, and g, 3 dk (mod al). Hence we need that dk 2 g, , or 
u3 < (j - k) u2 - a, + k. (4) 
Now, the right side of (4) is decreasing in k, and the largest value of k under 
consideration here is k = m, so we want 
a3 < (j - 4 a2 - (a, - m), 
which is precisely the condition for Case III! 
Thus Case III is finished, and the proof of the Theorem is complete. 
We remark that the situation clearly changes if 
((4 - m +j)U) a3 < (i - m) a2 , 
since in that case we have 
((2al-2m)lj)~3+(m-11)a2~((~l---~)lj)~3+(j-11)a2, 
so that 
((4 - m -.i>lj> a3 + (i - 1) a2 
is no longer the smallest attained number congruent to -m - 1 (mod al). 
However, 
((4 - m - j)ij) a3 + (j - 1) a2 - a, 
is certainly an upper bound for M(u, , a, , a.J. 
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For examples of triples of this type, we have: M(7, 15, 19) = 46; 
M(15, 16, 26) = 85; M(13, 27, 34) = 150; and M(19, 58, 71) = 407. The 
final example is somewhat significant, since m = 5 and 407 + -6 
(mod 19). 
In conclusion, we observe that the above method can be applied in many 
other cases when n = 3, although the details quickly become onerous. For 
example, our method yields the solution to the case a2 = 2 (mod a,) and 
a3 z 3 (mod a,), with the following result: 
THEOREM. Let a, , a2, a3 be as above, with a, = m (mod 3), m = -1, 1,3. 
Then 
I a, - m m+l 3 3 a3 + 2 a2 - a 1 if a3 d 5 a2 , 
- a2 + a3 - al 3 if a3 > - a2 and a, is even, 2 
a 1 if g a, < a3 < 3a, - 3 and a, is odd 
a, - 5 
2 a2 + a3 - al 
al + 3 if3a2-3 <a, <-----a 2 2 
and a, is odd, 
ala2 - (al + a21 
a, + 3 
if a3 b ---j-- a, and a, is odd. 
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